CALL FOR PAPERS

The Fifth International Conference

African Language Research Project

Theme: The Role of Languages in World Peace

Location: UMES and Ocean City
November 6-8, 2008

Suggested Areas:

C³: Colors x Culture x Custom = Communication; Exploitation of Natural Resources and Tyranny; Escaping Babel: The Need for a World Language ?; Preservation of the Diversity of Indigenous Languages; African Languages and Terrorism; The Media Readers and Lexicon Building; Language, Dominance, and Power; Exploration of Arabic Dialects; Issues of English as the Language of Technology; Language through Music: The Drum Speaks; Language Development and Social Linguistics; Teaching African Languages; Machine Translation/Automatic Language Processing; African Spirituality/Religion; A Survey of the History of African Language Groups: The Influence of Colonization on Indigenous Languages Beginning with the Great Eight; Language Corpus Building: Cases; The Vernaculars of Nubian languages of the Nile; Comparative Studies of African Languages: Phonology and Phonetics; Regional Integration & African Languages: Their Movements and Calculus.

(25 minute limit for each presentation.)

Submit a one page or fewer, single spaced, Microsoft Word abstract in Times New Roman, 12 font, to cmhedgepeth@umes.edu. Abstracts in the specified interest areas should be sent not later than March 31, 2008. Please provide current contact information, short bio, email address, and telephone number.

To Secure Registration Materials visit: www.umes.edu/alp/conference